ARTIFICIAL BREEDING OF STOCK ACT 1965
ARTIFICIAL BREEDING OF STOCK AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 1993

Made by His Excellency the Governor in Executive Council.

PART 1 — PRELIMINARY

Citation

1. These regulations may be cited as the Artificial Breeding of Stock Amendment Regulations 1993.

PART 2 — ARTIFICIAL BREEDING (CATTLE) REGULATIONS 1978

Regulation 5 amended

2. Regulation 5 of the Artificial Breeding (Cattle) Regulations 1978 is amended by deleting subregulation (2) and substituting the following subregulation —

"(2) The following fees are payable in respect of the matters listed below —

(a) for the issue or renewal of a licence for the collection and processing of semen for general sale or use .................. $209.00

(b) for the issue or renewal of a licence for storage and sale of semen .................. $118.00

(c) for the issue or renewal of a licence for the transplanting of ova and processes of production, handling, fertilization, implantation and storage of ova for general sale or use .................. $209.00"
(d) for the transfer or variation of a licence .... $39.00
(e) for an application for a certificate of competency —
   (i) in respect of the class of herdsman —
       inseminator .............................. $25.00
   (ii) in respect of any other class ......... $117.00

[* Published in the Gazette of 26 January 1979 at pp. 240-258.
For amendments to 19 August 1993 see 1992 Index to Legislation of Western
Australia, Table 4, p. 18.]

PART 3 — ARTIFICIAL BREEDING (GOATS) REGULATIONS 1986

Schedule 2 amended

3. Schedule 2 to the Artificial Breeding (Goats) Regulations 1986* is amended —
   (a) in item 1 by deleting “204” and substituting the following —
       “ 209 ”;
   (b) in item 2 by deleting “38.00” and substituting the following —
       “ 39.00 ”; and
   (c) in item 3 —
       (i) in paragraph (a) by deleting “24.00” and substituting the following —
           “ 25.00 ”; and
       (ii) in paragraph (b) by deleting “115.00” and substituting the following —
           “ 117.00 ”.

[* Published in the Gazette of 14 March 1986 at pp. 755-56.
For amendments to 19 August 1993 see 1992 Index to Legislation of Western
Australia, Table 4, p. 18.]

ART 4—

ARTIFICIAL BREEDING (HORSES) REGULATIONS 1982

Schedule 1 amended

4. Schedule 1 to the Artificial Breeding (Horses) Regulations 1982* is amended by
deleting “204”, “38” and “115” and substituting the following respectively —
   “ 209 ”, “ 39 ” and “ 117 ”.

[* Published in the Gazette of 10 September 1982 at pp. 3669-3673.
For amendments to 19 August 1993 see 1992 Index to Legislation of Western
Australia, Table 4, p. 18.]
(c) in paragraph (c) —

(i) in subparagraph (i) by deleting "$24.00" and substituting the following —

" 25.00 "; and

(ii) in subparagraph (ii) by deleting "$115" and substituting the following —

" 117 ".

[* Published in the Gazette of 9 November 1984 at pp. 3616-18. For amendments to 19 August 1993 see 1992 Index to Legislation of Western Australia, Table 4, p. 18-19.]

PART 6 — ARTIFICIAL BREEDING (SHEEP) REGULATIONS 1983

Regulation 5 amended

6. Regulation 5 of the Artificial Breeding (Sheep) Regulations 1983* is amended —

(a) in paragraph (a) by deleting "204" and substituting the following —

" 209 ";

(b) in paragraph (b) by deleting "38" and substituting the following —

" 39 "; and

(c) in paragraph (c) —

(i) in subparagraph (i) by deleting "24.00" and substituting the following —

" 25 "; and

(ii) in subparagraph (ii) by deleting "115" and substituting the following —

" 117 ".

[* Published in the Gazette of 29 April 1983 at pp. 1347-48. For amendments to 19 August 1993 see 1992 Index to Legislation of Western Australia, Table 4, p. 19.]

By His Excellency's Command,

M. C. WAUCHOPE, Clerk of the Council.